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The author, Austin Hutcheon, a retired Soil Scientist, started
working-life in NE Scotland as Research Assistant in the Soil
Science Department of Aberdeen University. He got a year's
leave of absence from the department after getting blown up in a
laboratory accident. Then, accompanied by Isabel his wife and 2
year-old son, went to Nigeria as a soil surveyor and worked there
for 8 years. The leave of absence became a way of life and his
father was always asking “just when a proper job would be
obtained” www.austinhutcheon.com.
He has worked all over the Middle East including Oman, Iraq and
Saudi – where he lived and worked in the Empty Quarter – plus
several years in Jordan surveying the whole of the country sometimes in the steps of Lawrence of Arabia.
Several years were also spent in the Far East and, in particular, two extensive periods were spent in Borneo;
GPS was first tried here but they were not too accurate at this time (1997). Africa did get revisited with spells in
Malawi plus two in Sudan and, in fact, Sudan was one of his last postings before trying to retire. Then he spent
several months working in Sumatera carrying out post-tsunami work trying to establish routines for recovering
soils damaged by the tsunami saline water floods – GPS was a vital tool in working out locations as so much of
the infrastructure was destroyed.
GPS was used with fair success during an input in Jordan in 2000 to help locate and delineate areas for
technical interventions of land suitable for water-harvesting in extremely low rainfall zones on the edge of the
desert. The day the company pension was to be paid he and Isabel got on a plane in the UK and got off in
Bhutan to spend three glorious years. GPS was a major tool in Bhutan since the 1:50,000 scale topographic
maps available were rather old dyelines (Indian Army) and the newer 1:25,000 maps were not generally
available plus the terrain was so steep and complicated some farm surveys fell between the 25 or 50 metre
contour lines. Accordingly, maps of these tiny little farms had to be constructed using the available topographic
maps, GPS and GPS mapping software, the final outputs being produced via Arc Info by the local staff after
extensive training. GPS also was an essential tool for navigation in the rather featureless Nubian Desert of
Sudan in 2004 – without GPS soil investigation sites would never have been accurately located. The last work
spell was in Banda Aceh in 2005-06 assisting with land reclamation after the disastrous tsunami of late 2004.
GPS had to be used to work out just where things were since roads, bridges and villages had been totally
obliterated.
In Bhutan he and Isabel did all the big treks, including the 3-week Snowman plus the 2-week Chomolhari, and
led the weekly tramping group for three years. He ended up having the task of going over as many of the treks
and walks as possible with his GPS to update the maps and information in the locally produced “Mad and Mild
Walks in and Around Thimphu”. www.trekkinginbhutan.com/thimphu-hikes.
On retirement Isabel and Austin returned to the UK then relocated to Taupo New Zealand in December 2004 to
be “slightly” closer to their daughter and family who live in Auckland – since then the involvement with Taupo
Tramping Club and Land SAR Taupo has kept the GPS and mapping skills in use.
Austin Hutcheon
Taupo, New Zealand, October 2009 / Updated January 2012
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1. GPS and GPS MAPPING SOFTWARE
1.1 Introduction
This paper is presented for those who may have a GPS device (unit) but do not really use it or are slightly in awe
of the thing and was originally written based on the GPS devices used by the Bhutan Soil Survey (BSS) from
2001. Please note that this paper is not intended to be a guide to using the full potential of the GPS device but
merely highlights features and some simple routines. The GPS mapping software presented and recommended
here is OziExplorer. In addition, since the new NZTM (New Zealand Transverse Mercator) Grid maps will be in
full use by late 2009 a short section (3.3) has been added on loading / calibration required to get this new grid to
show in OziExplorer though the updated, newer versions of the programme have NZTM datum and NZGD grid
built in and available for selection.

1.2 Helicopter and Boat Rescue Call-outs
Please note that the NZ Grid (NZMG) on Geodetic Datum 49 is widely used throughout this paper since, at this
time, data presented is mostly related to the 260 Series topographic maps and these maps are compiled on the
Geodetic 49 datum. However, some attempt has been made to show the new NZTM grid system superimposed
on the older maps as New Zealand has now officially adopted the NZTM grid – however many people still use
the older maps so they are retained in this publication for the present..
However, if at any time coordinates have to be supplied for use by a rescue helicopter, or coastguard, these
have to be supplied in geographic format as navigators - pilots and boaties - use the geographic system. Marine
charts are based on WGS84, an international system, whilst the NZ Grid is a local system. Accordingly
coordinates to be used by navigators should be collected with the unit set on the WGS84 datum. The user
should know how to quickly reset the unit to WGS84 and collect and display the data in Geographic format. To
make things slightly more complicated as of September 2009 New Zealand adopts the NZTM Grid (Refer
below). Data passed to most sections of LANDSAR should also be in the NZTM format but LANDSAR will know
easily which system has been used and the coordinates can easily be converted.
Figure 1.1 Examples of coordinate systems

System
Geographic

Example of Format

Format
Deg:Min:Sec
With “sec” to one decimal
place in this instance

NZMG Grid (existing)

7 digits

NZTM Grid

7 digits

(new 2009)

If data has to be passed to Search and Rescue (LandSAR) they will be able to convert any NZ Grid coordinates
to Geographic if a helicopter or coastguard call-out is required. Staff at SAR HQ will know when you pass the
data which system it is in and act accordingly.

1.3 New Grid System for New Zealand – New Zealand Transverse Mercator (NZTM)
In September 2009 the new NZTM / Geodetic 2000 co-ordinates system becomes the “standard” for New
Zealand. After this date all maps published will show the new grid and to be compatible all GPS data
presentation should be done using the new system (refer Section 3.3). However, please note that for the
meantime the map detail will remain the same and only the grid will change – the general user will hardly spot
the difference.
However, to be fully compatible with the NZTM maps once they are published and in use, users should set up
the GPS unit to display data in NZTM format. With the newer GPS units, such as the GPSmap 60CSx this is as
simple as pressing a few buttons whilst for older models the process is slightly more complicated and is
presented below.
1.3.1 Setting up GPSmap 60Csx for NZTM








Turn on the GPS Unit
Press the “Page” button 5 times to get to the “Main Menu” page
Select “set up” and press the “Enter” key
Select “Units” and press the “Enter” key
Select “Position Format”, press “Enter” then scroll down to select “New Zealand TM” and press “Enter”
Select “Map Datum”, scroll down to select “WGS 84” and press “Enter”
Press the “Quit” key till back at the navigation or map page
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1.3.2 Setting-up older GPS models
With the older units there is no “NZTM” to select and it is necessary to set up a “User Grid”. To do this:
Turn on the GPS unit – inside or outside as a signal is not required for this process
 Press the “Page” button till the “Menu” page or screen is displayed
 Scroll down to select “Set up” and press “Enter”
 Scroll down to “Units” and press “Enter”
 Select “Position Format”, press “Enter” then scroll down to select “User Grid” and press “Enter”
In the window that now opens alter the Grid Reference settings so they read as follows:
Factor

Setting

Longitude Origin
Scale
False E
False N





E173 00.000
0.9996000
1600000.0
10000000.0

Select “Save” – this will save the settings and exit back to the “Units” page
Scroll down to “Map Datum”, press “Enter”
Scroll down to “WGS 84” and press “Enter

This will complete the set up for NZTM. From the “Set up” page either NZ Grid (NZMG) with Geodetic Datum
1949 or the User Grid (NZTM) with WGS 84 Datum can now be selected at will to match the maps being used.
Within OziExplorer when NZTM is set up (Refer Section 3.3) and selected for use the datum should be set to
WGS84 and if NZMG (Existing New Zealand grid) is selected then the datum should be reset to Geodetic 49. If
geographic (hddd0 mm.mmm’) is selected datum is WGS84.
Most of the above seems very confusing but, unless the user is getting involved with navigators and carrying out
actual mapping work to high specifications, users should not be overly concerned as, for personal navigation,
they will never be far out when GPS data are referred back to the map. Examples of data collected using NZ
Grid and Geodetic 49 converted to NZTM within OziExplorer along with the same data collected using NZTM
and WGS 84 are shown below – the differences are negligible and could be accounted-for by the user not being
in exactly the same position to collect the data.
Figure 1.2 Comparison of Data collected in NZ Grid and NZTM
Data presented in NZMG and Geodetic Datum 1949 – collected in NZMG / Geodetic 49

Data presented in User Grid (NZTM) and WGS 84 – collected in NZMG / Geodetic 49

Data presented in User Grid (NZTM) and WGS 84 – collected in NZTM / WGS 84
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2. GPS Device
2.1 General
The unit presented is the basic Garmin Etrex hand held device; the information is also directly relevant to the
Etrex Summit. The “Summit” differs slightly in the features that it offers, the main one being an in-built altimeter.
Please note that this GPS and the basic Garmin Etrex cannot receive good signals when used in deep, shaded
valleys or thick forest. The author is now using a Garmin GPSMap60CSx device which has a high sensitivity
receiver and does collect good signals in virtually all situations. All the data held by the TTC (Taupo Tramping
Club) will slowly be upgraded to replace waypoints and tracks collected by this newer GPS and will hence be
more accurate. The data as collected is used to compile the tramping notes as described on the TTC web page,
in books published on behalf of / by Taupo Tramping Club (TTC) and is passed to Taupo LandSAR for use in
updating and upgrading local maps used by SAR (Search and Rescue).
Figure 2.1 Garmin GPS units

ETREX

GPSMap60CSx
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3. GPS Unit SETUP
3.1 Introduction
Unless the device is set up for the country in which it is being used all readings taken will be suspect and of little
use in connection with maps available and used in that country. The settings are all done through the set-up
page that is accessed via the “Page” button / key (Refer Figure 2.1). The buttons are described in Figure 3.2
below.

3.2 Set-up for New Zealand
The following is specifically for the Etrex GPSMap model though several features and settings also apply to the
older, Etrex models. The following covers the existing / older LINZ 260 series of topomaps using the NZ Grid on
Geodetic 1949 datum and the newer NZTM on Geodetic 2000 / WGS 84 datum.
3.2.1 Time
Access the Set-up Page / Time and check if the settings are as follows:
 Time Format: 24 hours
 Time Zone:
Auckland if the unit shows it, or Other and use
 UTC Offset:
+12:00 (use “Daylight saving time” if an option)

Figure 3.1 Set-up Page

3.2.2 Display
Default display is OK so do not change it unless the screen becomes difficult to
see whilst using in the field.
3.2.3 Units
From the Set-up Page check to see settings are as follows:
Units
Feature
Position Format
Map Datum
Distance / Speed
Elevation (Vert. Speed)
Depth
Temperature
Pressure

NZMG (Geodetic 49)
New Zealand (compatible with 260 series maps)
Geod Datum ’49
Metric
Metres (m/min)
Metres
Celsius
Hectopascals (Millibars – for the “Summit”)

NZTM (Geodetic 2000)
New Zealand TM (compatible with Topo50 maps)
WGS84
Metric
Metres (m/min)
Metres
Celsius
Millibars

Headings
Feature
North Reference

NZMG (Geodetic 49)
True

NZTM (Geodetic 2000)
True

Routing GPSMap 60csx
Feature
Guidance Method

NZMG (Geodetic 49)
Off Road

NZTM (Geodetic 2000)
Off Road

Routing GPSMap 62s
Feature
Activity
Route Transitions
Lock on Roads
Routing
Direct Routing
Auto
No
With the 62 Series the GO TO feature fails if activities such as “Hiking” are set in the set-up process. Under
ACTIVITY ensure that “Direct Routing” is selected.
Map
Feature
Lock on Roads

NZMG (Geodetic 49)
Off

NZTM (Geodetic 2000)
Off

The two latter settings are quite important since if the GPS “Locks on to Road” the positions recorded in the
Track Log will be incorrect and will cause confusion. With Guidance Method set to “off-road” and the Road Lock
9

“off” the device will record where you actually are and will stop trying to be clever by picking up the nearest
mapped track or road. Locking on roads is OK if the unit is being used for in-car road navigation like a “NavMan”.
If settings just will not hold or, for example, the altimeter is erratic and will not show anything near what is known
to be the correct altitude a “Master Reset” should be done by having the unit switched off and then pressing and
holding the Page, Enter and Power buttons at the same time. All settings can then be done again and hopefully
the problems solved.
Figure 3.2 Etrex Buttons and GPSMap 60CSx keys

3.2.4 Interface
Set on “GARMIN” do not interfere or change.
Note: After you have done the above you need to allow the GPS unit to locate the satellites at your location in
order that the time setting will finalise and the correct time and date will then show. If an incorrect time and date
do appear on the unit then double-check all the settings in set-up – in particular the UTC Offset.
3.2.5 System
As of February 2002 the Etrex models were sold installed with Software version 2.11 and the software has been
continually updated to version 2.50 which was available when this paper was previously updated.
The Garmin Home page – http://www.garmin.com should be checked every few months to see if there are any
system software updates for your Etrex model. Any update can be installed directly from the Garmin Site or
downloaded to, for example, C:\ My Downloads and subsequently manually installed to the GPS Unit:
To install upgrades follow the routine below:
o

Open Windows Explorer, (Note this is Windows Explorer NOT Internet Explorer all access to the
routines below are done via Explorer
o Create a folder (directory) on your PC on drive C as, C:\Garmin
o identify the newest Etrex update file you have available by checking the date (It will be called
ETR_000X.exe or similar and is a self extracting zip file
o Double click on the file you identify with the mouse to extract it to C:\Garmin
o Connect the GPS unit to your PC with the Etrex download cable; check which COM Port you are using.
o Turn on the GPS unit
o Double click (with your mouse) the file “UPDATER.EXE” which is in the folder C:\Garmin
o If the PC gives an error message about not locating the GPS unit allow the programme to “auto-locate”
which COM PORT you are attached to
o Follow the simple instructions on screen and allow the update to proceed
The upgrade should easily install in seconds and advise you that it has installed.
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3.3 Set up for NZTM Grid
When trying to load orthophotos or maps into older versions of OziExplorer using the new NZTM / Geodetic2000
co-ordinates, OziExplorer fails to work properly and shows an incorrect grid unless the parameters below are
used. With the newer, updated versions of the programme the NZTM datum and NZGD 2000 grid are built in and
can be selected. One foolproof way to check which Grid and Datum is being used is always to look at the display
line below the OziExplorer menu and immediately above the map being displayed.

“NZG” indicates NZ Grid and datum is Geodetic 1949
“User” indicates NZTM Grid and WGS84 is datum
It is very easy to switch back and fore between these settings but make sure that the Datum does match the Grid
in use – otherwise coordinates information developed is totally wrong by a fair number of metres.

3.3.1 Required Parameters
The 2000 datum is WGS 84
The NZTM can be set up using a “User Grid” within the Transverse Mercator map projection.
The other parameters are:
Grateful thanks to Jim Lewis for this data and routine.
1. Origin Latitude:
0° South
Jim Lewis [Jim's Cartography Services (The Map Guy)]
2. Origin Longitude:
173° East
53 Norman Smith Street, Taupo, 3330
3. False Northing:
10 000 000m
Telephone/Fax: (07) 3789289 Mobile: 027 388 7715
4. False Easting:
1 600 000m
Website: www.jcsmaps.co.nz
5. Scale Factor:
0.9996
No3 False Northing 9,999,999.9 if 10,000,000 fails
3.3.2 Set-up Routine
As from late October 2009 there will be an option to select NZTM in the “Configuration” options of OziExplorer.
In earlier versions of OziExplorer a User Grid can be set-up using the values supplied above and the Datum,
WGS84. Enter the “Configuration” routine via the “File” menu. Once in Configuration select the “Maps” tab as
seen in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3 Edited map tab in configuration

Figure 3.4 Data entry NZTM

To enter the required parameters click the small green coloured tab seen in
Figure 3.3 in the Alternate Grid box next to the words User Grid. When this
tab is clicked another data entry box as in Figure 3.4 opens.
The data on origin etc given above should now be entered – as shown
opposite above – and the “Close” button clicked. Now the additions / changes
MUST be saved; click the “Save” button on the Maps tab (Figure 3.3).
The map in use should show and look like as in Figure 3.5 where, in the area
directly above the map data:
 Geographic Coordinates show
 User (indicating user grid is in use) - the NZTM coordinates are given
 Datum shows as WGS 84.
If “User” does not show then right-click on the co-ordinates to the right of the
Latitude / Longitude (Geographic) coordinates on the Toolbar and select "User
Grid".
Similarly, by right-clicking on the datum that does show allows selection of the
appropriate datum (WGS84 for NZTM and Geodetic 49 for NZ Grid); then click the
green “tick” at the bottom of the dialogue box.(Figure 3.5)
If OziExplorer is closed and later opened again the co-ordinates will default
back to the previous setting (probably NZG) unless the setting for Alternate
Grid are altered in Configuration, then saved. To do this go to File in the
Toolbar, select Configuration, then the Map tab as detailed above.
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Figure 3.5 Changing Datum

Figure 3.6 Map with “User Grid” in use to display NZTM grid lines

In the above example the original NZMG grid lines show on the map in “blue” whilst the NZTM grid is overlain in
“red”; the grid line labels shown in black are on the NZTM lines.
Remember once it is saved; if you want to use a previous map in NZMG you need to re-set the "Alternate Grid"
in Configuration, choose "NZG" on the Toolbar then also change to the correct datum “Geodetic 1949”. Many
people will continue to use the older 260 Series NZ Grid maps and the above routines give the ability to use the
older maps overlain with the newer NZTM grid system.

3.4 Showing NZTM Grid Lines on 260 Series Maps
To show grid lines on a map that is being displayed in
OziExplorer, go to Map in the main menu and select
Grid Line Set-up. A dialogue box as in Figure 3.7
opens.
Select Other Grid then:
 Tick Grid On
 Select grid line interval and colour, then
 Select Label Interval and
 Label colour
This set up can thrn be saved as the default for the
particular map in use.

Figure 3.7 Grid Configuration
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4. BASICS of USE
4.1 Introduction
The hand held GPS unit is extremely easy to use and is as accurate as one will require for tramping and many
other tasks including map making or checking. But one must remember to:
 clear the memory on a regular basis (Refer Figure 4.2)
 ensure batteries are renewed or charged regularly, and
 when in the bush spare batteries are available or carry a solar recharger
New batteries should normally last most of a normal
working day with the unit on continuously. Track logs
and waypoints already stored will not be lost when
batteries are changed. Also, if your GPS unit has the
“Calibrate Compass” facility then always re-calibrate
the compass after fitting new batteries.
Field experience has found that the best batteries to
use are re-chargeables – either the newer NiMH type
or even Alkaline. On no account ever try to fit the older,
rechargeable “nicad” (nickel cadmium) batteries as
they have been found to jam in the machine and
cannot be removed without causing damage. For rechargeables a small solar panel that fits on top of a
day pack or rucksack is very useful on longer tramps
since these units can and do recharge batteries very
quickly. High capacity NiMH batteries can last for 2 full
Start-up routine as suggested by Jim Lewis, The Map Guy
days of use – that is with the unit on all the time.
At the start of a recording session in the bush, turn on
Figure 4.1 Marking Waypoints – the long way
the device and wait for 5 to 10 minutes till satellites
have been found and accuracy has improved to 10m
or less. Generally in New Zealand when a clear view
of the sky is available accuracies of 4 – 5 metres are
given, but remember this accuracy is relative accuracy
to your last (or next) point and not to the actual
location on the ground or map. When one records a
“waypoint” a measure of the accuracy is shown at the
bottom of the screen.

4.2 Data Collection
When collecting data on a tramp unless there are long
time spells between recordings the unit should be left
on continuously. Waypoints are the coordinates of
places you record. For individual waypoints, such as
path junctions, huts or stream crossings, one follows
the routine given below in Section 4.2.1.
A note should be made of what and where the waypoint was, eg waypoint No 13 = Y-fork in path 25 minutes
north of Ketetahi Hut. Tracks are records that are stored in a continuous manner between waypoints and are
recorded automatically by the GPS unit. The procedures for collecting and handling waypoints and tracks are
given below.
4.2.1 Recording Waypoints
From the “ready to navigate” screen the easiest way to record a waypoint simply entails holding down the
“ENTER” button till the screen changes and the question is asked, “OK”. The “OK” screen on the Etrex models
can be seen in Figure 4.1. If the point is where / what you want it is recorded by pressing the “ENTER” button
quickly once. Immediately make a note in your notebook of what this waypoint is recording, your own memory is
not quite reliable enough. The other routine is slightly more complicated and is detailed in Figure 4.1 above.
4.2.2 Recording Tracks
To record a new track the first thing to do is to ensure the “Tracklog” or “active memory” is empty. Refer Figure
4.2 for the routine. Otherwise the new track will automatically link to the old track held in memory by a straight
line – this is not a fatal problem but can take some effort to “clean-up” once the data is downloaded to the
computer.
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Depending on the accuracy and what it is desired to do with the collected data it is well worthwhile ensuring that
the most suitable recording method is selected and set-up. This is done via the “Tracks page”.
 Press MENU to get to the TRACKS page
 Select the Tracks icon and press ENTER
 Highlight the SETUP tab and press ENTER
There is now a selection to be made in the “Record Method” box – time, distance or auto.
 If you are a runner and move pretty quickly, time would probably be the most suitable – often for trail
running every second can give pretty accurate results
 For a walker / tramper distance can prove best with a selection of 0.01km (10 metres) covering most
walking speeds. If a longer distance is used then the unit could well miss recording bends etc with the
downloaded track showing straight line sections through bends. Refer below.
 If you only want rough records then “Auto” is OK
Track with “track records” showing “straight-lining” through bends.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Record spot-on being on the track walked
Still spot-on
Spot-on the track but the bend before it missed out
Still pretty well spot on

With the unit on this setting the distance walked would be recorded well short of
what was actually covered – and the faster the rate of travel the more inaccurate
things would get

4.2.2a Logging a new track











Figure 4.2 Clear Track Log routine

get to where you wish to start the new track,
such as the entry gate of a farm or a road
junction
after ensuring that the “active memory” (refer
above) is empty
record a “waypoint” and note in your notebook
that this waypoint (Number) is the start of the
track. It is not really necessary to record a
waypoint but by having a numbered waypoint it
can be very useful if you get mixed up
if the task is to record the track you are walking
on simply walk with the GPS switched on and
positioned to get a clear view of the sky.
Waypoints can be recorded at desired places
whilst recording the track if you think you need
to know the location of certain items, such as
other tracks , stream crossings etc
when you reach the end of the track, stop and
do all the saving and recording as noted next –
do not move away from the end point till the
GPS is turned off
you should record a final “waypoint” as an aide
memoir and note the waypoint number in your
notebook
your new track will now be in the “Tracklog”
memory and should be stored as an individual
track for later downloading (4.4.2b).

NB The routine is more or less identical with the GPSMap series
4.2.2b Saving the track to memory
Remember that this is all done whilst standing still at the end of your track:
- Use the “Page” button (Figure 2.1) to get to the “Tracks” page
- Use the “down” button to highlight “tracks” and press the “Enter” button
- Highlight “Save” and press “Enter”
- Select “Save the entire track”
- Your track will now be in memory
- You must now “clear” the “Track-log or active” memory as previously detailed and shown in Figure 4.2
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Once the track is stored and the memory is cleared turn off the GPS unit and walk to the start point of your next
track or go home etc. Other tracks can now be recorded and saved in exactly the same way – in total, 10 tracks
can be recorded and saved for later downloading.
However, saving the track to the internal memory does not save all the data that was collected and available in
the “tracklog” or “active” memory. On saving the data on time and elevation get dumped to save space in the
memory; the track will still download and show in OziExplorer, or whatever GPS software is being used, but if
you need to analyse or play with the data it is gone forever.
If recording a road it is possible to do this from a vehicle as long as the GPS unit has a clear view of the sky –
even through the windscreen.
4.2.2c Saving the entire track
To save the track without losing any of the data it is necessary to save the track to the internal micro SD card.
Usually a card of 2GB or 4GB will be fitted if your GPS unit has maps loaded. Reference should be made to the
manual for the specific GPS unit being used on how to set up the unit to log the track to the SD card and also to
save the track on the SD card. Follow through the set up pages carefully and in particular the “Track” page
where by scrolling down the page when the “setup” button is pushed there will be another button referring to the
card and USB.
4.2.2d Accessing tracks saved to the SD card
When the track is saved to the SD card it is saved as a GPX file and this file is not easy to access or use.
Plugging into the PC (See Chapter 5) to download waypoints and tracks only downloads items stored in the
internal memory of the GPS unit and generally the GPX files on the SD card cannot be easily accessed.
To see and access the files on the GPS unit press the pages button to get to:
 Tracks, then highlight and enter
 Set-up, then scroll down to
 Data Card
There are a couple of ways to get at and use these GPX files:
 On the set-up page change the “Interface” to USB and the PC should recognise the card and show you
the files, or to save changing the settings of the GPS unit
 Remove the SD card from the GPS unit and read it via a card reader
The saved files are stored with a numerical code such as 20110606.gpx, this code actually represents the date
the track was collected / stored and is hence an easy way to recognise what you are looking for. Once you can
read the files they can be used, downloaded etc. If using OziExplorer (Refer Chapter 5) the GPX files are loaded
via:
 File – in the top menu bar
 Load from File – in the drop-down menu list
 Import GPX file – near the bottom of the next drop-down menu, then browse or navigate to the location
where you are seeing the or have stored the file
4.2.3 Clearing tracks
As stated above, it is good practice to clear the “Tracklog” memory at regular intervals and it should be cleared
between recording each track. The routine for Etrex models is explained in Figure 4.2. If the tracklog is not
cleared and a new track is recorded some distance away from the one in the tracklog then a line will join the two
tracks together. This easily rectified once the track is downloaded but can be an irksome procedure and it looks
very untidy on the map if not rectified.
Similarly, if you want to have accurate data showing in the “Trip Computer” screen it must be reset each time
before you attempt to record a new track.

4.3 Go To Error with GPSMap 62 series
A minor inconsistency seems to occur with the newer 62 models in that there are many more choices to be
made when the “Routing” page is set-up. Logically one would assume that if the activity planned is totally off
road, such as tramping (hiking), then the activity should be set as such. It has been found that the GO TO
feature utilizing a recorded waypoint then fails and a Route Calculation Error of “Maps do not have routable
roads in this area”. To get over this inconsistency set the ACTIVITY as “Direct Routing”.
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5. LINKING WITH THE COMPUTER
Much of the fun of collecting GPS data in the bush is then to see it superimposed on the relevant topographic
map. This can be done using several programmes or software but one of the best and easiest to use is
OziExplorer. There is even a “freeware” version of this software which is, surprisingly enough sourced on the
West Island (Australia) www.OziExplorer.com. Help in installing OziExplorer can be given – just ask - and most
of the required setting-up of OziExplorer is presented below.

5.1 Data downloading
Data can be extracted manually from the GPS device but it is much quicker and more foolproof to download it
directly to computer. The requirements to do this are:
1. A “download” cable to link the GPS to computer:
 most of the older cables require a serial port on the computer
 newer products link to the computer via a USB connection
2. A “Serial” port if you have older gear. Most laptops no longer come with a serial port and it will be
necessary to obtain and set-up either:
 a docking station dedicated to the laptop with serial port (usually relatively expensive), or
 a cable, plus installation software, that converts a USB port to a Serial Port (these can be
obtained for less than $20 from several outlets on the web)
3. GPS mapping software. One of the most widely used is OziExplorer – this software is really quite
sophisticated and is actually very easy to master. Download a trial package from
www.OziExplorer.com and once you know how to use it then get a licensed copy.
5.1.1 Computer to GPS link
Attach the GPS unit to the computer using the Garmin download cable supplied by the manufacturer or one from
a third party. Figure 2.1 shows the location on the GPS where the cable fits, there is small rubber plug over the
connection and the cable can be fitted only one way – study the cable and connector to check how it slots into
place. The other end of the cable has a plug that fits a serial port on any computer – it usually goes into serial
port No 1 (COM 1). USB set up is much more straightforward and is pretty well automatic.

5.2 GPS Mapping software
5.2.1 OziExplorer set-up
Start the computer and open OziExplorer. Before any downloading of data from the GPS unit is attempted the
basic configuration of the OziExplorer software has to be done. Basically the settings must be the same as used
on the GPS unit for the best, easiest results.
The following table refers to the “TABS” that are displayed when Ozi configuration is done.
 Firstly, click the “FILE” tab at the top of the opening screen of OziExplorer
 Then click “Configuration” on the drop-down list
 A “dialogue” box with 10 (ten) separate tabs opens as can be seen in Figure 5.1. All the “TABS” do not
need to be edited and only those that must be edited are listed below.
Figure 5.1 OziExplorer Configuration for New Zealand maps
260 Series Geodetic 49 Datum
Topo50 NZTM

Newer versions of the software do allow more and often more specific choices when selection is made from drop
down boxes – this can be seen above where under Country or Region:



Earlier versions allowed only South and East (SE) – of Greenwich
Later versions allow selection of New Zealand (SE)
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Table 5.1 Configuration settings for OziExplorer and Etrex GPS
TAB
System

Item
Setting
Data File Datum
WGS 84
Map File path
C:\Maps – where maps are stored (Default is C:\OziExplorer\Maps)
Data file path
C:\Map Data – where data stored (Default is C:\OziExplorer\Data )
Maps
Distance Units
Kilometres
Speed Units
KPH
Altitude Units
Metres
Bearings
True
Country of Region
South & East (SE) – S & E of Greenwich or New Zealand (SE)
Lat/Long display
Deg, Min, Sec
Blank Map Datum
Geodetic Datum 1949 for NZGrid / WGS84 or NZGD 2000 for NZTM
Alternate Grid
NZG / NZTM 2000
GPS
GPS Make
Garmin
GPS Model
Etrex or GPSMap60 or variant from “drop-down” list
GPS Upload/Download datum WGS 84
GPS NMEA Output Datum
WGS 84
GPS Symbol set
Select from “Drop-down” list. ( Garmin60 works for GPSMap 60 series)
COM
Com Port *
For Etrex usually Com 1. For GPS with USB connection “tick” the box
* NB Newer model GPS units have a USB connection which makes down-loading easier and very much faster.
Figure 5.2 Configuration – COM Tab set up for USB download

Most other items will be on the default settings and these are acceptable. Changes are all made via “drop down”
selection lists. If you change your GPS unit then remember to change your settings in the configuration.
5.2.2 Downloading Routine
STEP 1
Load a map (File / Load from File / Load Map File or Open Recent Map) that will contain the map for your area of
interest, usually best to a pre-scanned 1:50,000 map.
STEP 2
Turn on the GPS unit.
STEP 3
In OziExplorer, click “Garmin” in the top menu bar
Depending on what is being downloaded, click either:
- Get Waypoints from GPS, or
- Get track from GPS
The waypoints / track will now download, assuming the connections are correct, and progress will show in the
bottom left hand corner of the computer screen.
STEP 4
Once downloaded the waypoints and / or track(s) must be saved to file. To do this, follow the routine:
-

File / Save to File / Save Waypoints to File or Save Tracks to File
Select the directory where you want to save the file (You set this during the set-up in Table 5.1)
Name the file with a recognisable name, such as Ketetahi.wpt (for waypoints) and Ketetahi.plt (for the
track).

Refer below (Section 5.2.3) for the routine for saving multiple tracks.
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5.2.3 Saving multi-tracks
If you have downloaded data that contains more than one track, for example you may have recorded an access
road, a farm track and a boundary as separate tracks, the following will have to be done to ensure all the
individual tracks are recorded and saved on your computer.
After downloading the track you must open the “Track” control menu in OziExplorer. To do this, click on the icon
that lies below word “navigation” on the top bar. Hovering the mouse over the button will give the notice
“Show/Hide Track Control” as in Figure 5.3 below.
Figure 5.3 Open “Track Control”

The track control dialogue box
then opens as shown in Figure
5.4; this example shows the
boxes (numbered 1 – 10) with
four tracks showing in boxes 1–4.

Figure 5.4 Track control

Each track must now be saved in
turn. To ensure no track is
missed:


highlight the top record
then click on the “save”
icon (third from the left in
the second row)



if you have more than
one track, move each
track in turn to position
(or number) one (1) in the
track control boxes using
the up and down arrows
located in the second row
of icons in the track
control dialogue box



name the track with a
recognisable name, such
as Wairere Stream, and
save in the appropriate
directory - the software
will add the extension .plt
to the file.

If any track is NOT saved the
OziExplorer programme will warn
you when you try to exit that
Track No X, Y or Z has not been
saved. If this happens go back
and double check all tracks have
been saved.
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6. DISPLAYING and PRINTING MAP COMPILATIONS
Once you have a collection of maps stored on your computer you can bring them up in OziExplorer and then
superimpose your Waypoint data and / or your Tracks data. Examples of this are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1 Maps with Waypoint (WPT) and Track (PLT) data shown
Waypoints

Tracks and Waypoints

Note that the two maps above are NOT shown at scale but have been presented to fill the space available. The
lower map also shows the NZTM grid superimposed
The waypoints, track or waypoints and track can be shown on the same map. Options when it comes to printing
out maps include:




Select the scale you want to print at – this will be accurate and can be done on any printer or even
plotter
Print the map to fit a page of paper in your printer
Select exactly which part of the map you want to print

When a map and waypoints are loaded, the waypoint data can be seen and edited by going to the “View” tab in
the top menu bar. Editing allows addition of notes to the data already on the waypoints file. By going to the
“Print” tab in the top menu bar it is possible to select and print the waypoints list – and this list can be printed with
the coordinates shown in “geographic”, “NZ Grid” or NZTM format.
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Figure 6.2 Printed Waypoints Data
Geographic Format

NZ Grid Format

NZTM Grid

More information can also be extracted using OziExplorer with the “track” file; refer Section 7.
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7. EXTRACTING ADDITIONAL GPS DATA via THE TRACK FILE
7.1 Introduction
Data such as:





Figure 7.1 Opening a “Map File”

the way the track is displayed
maximum and minimum altitudes recorded and
distance covered
altitude profile of a track

can all be recovered and shown on screen in
OziExplorer.
The starting point is to have a map loaded with a
track showing on it; the routine being:
 open OziExplorer • click load menu
 click load map – see Figure 7.1
 navigate to the map on your system you
want and open it – see Figure 7.2
The map file being opened in this case being the
”Tama Lakes & Taranaki Stream”.
Once the file opens and the map with the track is
showing, open the “Track Control” as previously
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Figure 7.2 The Map wanted

Figure 7.3 “Track Control” open

Once the OziExplorer screen looks like Figure 7.3 the following can be accessed:



Selected Track Properties
Track List

To get at these items first of all select (click on) one of the tracks to make it “Active Log” and the screen will show
as in Figure 7.4. When this is done the track selected will change from a solid coloured (normally red) line to
having white blobs on it. The white areas are the data points from which the track is built.
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Click the “Track Properties” icon in row two in Figure 7.4; this is the one with the hand showing just above the
label “Selected Track Properties”. When this is done the info-box as in Figure 7.5 shows.
Figure 7.4 An active “Track Log”

Figure 7.5 Track properties

This info-box allows editing of items such as:
 the thickness of the track line
 the colour of the track line
 the type of the track line
This usually depends on conventions or personal choice and the scale at which the map is being used or
compiled.
Similarly, if the icon to the left of the “Track Properties” is clicked then data as shown in Table 7.6 is displayed.
In this table all the data collected by the GPS whilst taking a track is on display and can be used. One of the
most useful is the “distance” box since the full length, or the lengths of sections, of your track can be measured.
To do this you select the data-rows in the box that are of interest then click the “summation” button on the menu
shown in Figure 7.6 – it is the black one 5th from the left. The data is then summarized as shown in Table 7.7.
Figure 7.6 Track list
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Figure 7.7 Summary

To summarise sections of the track, click a single row and look at the
actual map; a symbol will appear on the map for this point. By
selecting the start and end rows, plus all the data rows in-between you
get the summary for that section.
To get a graphical presentation of the altitude profile of the track
loaded, click on the “profile” icon which can be seen below as the
graph with red axis in Figure 7.8. When this icon is used then a
graph as seen in Figure 7.9 shows.
Figure 7.8 Profile icon

Figure 7.9 Altitude profile

Note: Altitude and distance are given in metres but these settings can be changed to show kilometres for distance etc.

At the time of publication the most up-to-date version of OziExplorer was Version 3.95.5e of September 2009 but
newer versions now have NZTM selections available.
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APPENDIX 1 COMPILATION of MAPS for OziExplorer
A.1 Introduction
Basically a digital photo image (BMP, JPG or TIF for example) of the topographic map, which covers the area in
question, has to be obtained – either purchased, downloaded, scanned or “screen-grabbed” - then imported to
the GPS mapping software and geo-registered. Full map sheets in TIF format can be obtained from the Linz web
site http://www.linz.govt.nz/topography/topo-maps/map-chooser/ .
The process for maps for use in the NZ Grid format is described below but the process is exactly the same in
NZTM format.
A.2 Map Scanning
Step 1 – select the topographic map you want to use and ensure the site or area you are interested in falls on
the map you select; otherwise you may have to stitch images or join maps to get full cover.
Step 2 – carefully select the portion of the map where your interest lies and fold the map to about or slightly less
than A4 page size – unless you have access to an A3 sized scanner. Ensure that the northern edge of your fold
is parallel with the grid markings. Also ensure that at least three, better with four, ‘tic” points with exact
coordinates are shown on the selected area. Figure A.1 shows such a selection with four “tics” marked – where
the grid lines intersect. The coordinates in NZ Grid format can be taken from the map and in this case are
shown in Table A.1.
Figure A.1 Map for scanning

Table A.1 Northings and Eastings for the map
Point No.
1
2
3
4
Northings
Latitude
6212000
6212000
6205000
6205000
Eastings
Longitude
2662000
2670000
2670000
2662000
Above coordinates are in NZ Grid but they can be taken as Geographic or NZTM – it all depends which datum is to be used for the map
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STEP 3 – place the folded map, image side down, on the scanner and scan the image following the instructions
for the scanner in question. When the exact image size is determined save the image as a TIFF, GIF or
JPG/JPEG file with an appropriate name – in this case the file was named Matemateonga NW
TIFF and GIF files do not get compressed each time they are saved, a JPG file does and can lose definition.
However, if you use a computer with limited disk space or low memory it is quite possible to save the images in
JPEG / JPG format and these can be compressed – use the “options” button in whatever photo package you
utilise when saving as JPEG and select a suitable compression factor. For some maps very high compression
levels can be used but it is better practice to keep the file with as much definition as possible and not overcompress.
A.3 Map “Importation and Calibration” in OziExplorer
Open the GPS mapping software programme OziExplorer.
STEP 1
- Go to “FILE \ LOAD and CALIBRATE MAP”
- Navigate to where your image is stored and select it / load it
STEP 2
When the map image loads you will work in the data input section on the right hand side of the screen:
- Check the map name
- Check map Datum = Geodetic Datum 1949 for this example (Select from drop-down list)
- Enter magnetic variation = 23 degrees east in this case but get the exact value from the topo-map
The data entered can be seen in the boxes on the right hand side in Figure A2. In fact 23 degrees can be used
as a default for most of the country but if you have the map then check and get the exact value.
STEP 3
To geographically reference (geo-register) the map continue working in the same right hand area where the
Point 1 tab has to be clicked; but you also have to access the image on the left hand side of the screen.
Figure A2 Map set-up

With the mouse, click on your pre-selected Point No. 1 (Refer Section A.1) – this will result in a large red number
and concentric circles as indicated in Figure A2 on the map. Once you are sure you have marked the correct
place, release the mouse button and move to the right hand side of the screen. Enter the necessary data into
the table that forms part of Point 1, as in Figure A3. In the example shown the Northings or Latitude are entered
as: 6205000 and the Eastings or Longitude as 2670000. The data shown below is only an example and is as
taken from the map being set-up and geo-registered.
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Figure A3 Map “Geo-referencing”

When you are satisfied that all data for Point 1 are entered correctly, carry out the same process for the Points 2,
3 and 4 – using the remaining data previously entered into Table A.1 or directly read from the map.
When all the registration points have had the data entered, save the file to the same directory as the map image
(the JPG file). Once the map has been saved, check that it (the map) makes sense by moving the mouse cursor
to a point that you can identify, such as Point 1 then Point 4, and check that the correct coordinates show in the
toolbar at the top of the screen.
Waypoints and tracks recorded on the GPS can now be downloaded to this map, routes can be planned and
predetermined target waypoints can be added – as can notes.
A.4 Making a larger map
Very often a single scan image does not give coverage for all the area that is needed to follow the whole tramp
that is planned or has been recorded on the GPS. In this case it is necessary to scan consecutive sections of
the map allowing an inch or so of overlap in the scanned images taken. An example of this can be seen in Figure
A4 bellow.
Figure A4 Consecutive scans

Left Image

Right Image

Careful study of the above image will reveal the overlap that has been scanned – the best place to look is where
the Matemateonga Range is named. The word “Range” appears on both images.
These two images can now be easily “stitched” together using the facility that exists in most good photopackages such as the one called “Photostitch” supplied with Canon cameras. The process is basically very
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simple and no routine is explained here. If the scanning has been well done the resultant image appears as in
Figure A.5.
Figure A5 Stitched images

Combined Image
This image can now be saved and used in the process as described in Section A3.
Another solution, which can in fact give better results but is more complicated, is to register both scanned
images as maps in OziExplorer. After this is done, with the maps having clearly identifying names, there is a
programme available from the OziExplorer web site called “Map Merge” utility for OziExplorer. This small
programme merges the maps using the data contained in the .map files produced when the .JPG images are
registered as maps.
When this latter routine is followed the resultant image loses the JPG / JPEG format (Matemateonga.jpg) and is
saved by the programme as an “.OZFX3” file (Matemateonga.OZFX3). It should be noted that these files are
much larger than JPG / JPEG files.
A.5 NZTM map loading and calibration
LINZ have made the Topo50 NZTM maps available for download from their web site:
http://www.linz.govt.nz/topography/topo-maps/map-chooser/
The GeoTIFF files are best selection to download, they are large files but they offer a wonderful source of good
quality maps which can be set-up and used in OziExplorer. The routine is more or less the same as for the 260
Series as described earlier – however there is one difference if older (Pre 2009) OziExplorer software is being
used. . If older versions of OziExplorer are used there is no direct selection of NZTM parameters possible.
However the routine is quite straightforward and the starting point is the main OziExplorer menu – LOAD and
CALIBRATE MAP IMAGE.
 Open the image of the map in hand
Figure A6 Setup Tab for NZTM calibration
 Go to the SET-UP tab
 Check the map name
 Ensure Datum is WGS84
 Enter magnetic variation
 Under MAP PROJECTION select
 TRANSVERSE MERCATOR, then
 Click on PROJECTION SETUP
 Enter Central Meridian
 Scale Factor
 False Easting, and
 False Northing – all as shown in Figure A6.
Close the Transverse Mercator dialogue box then
continue to use the set-up tab and enter the NZTM
coordinates for the selected points 1, 2, 3 etc. The
coordinates can be taken off a hard-copy of the map if This step has to be followed on loading each new map.
one is available otherwise it is possible to download a However, the version of OziExplorer to be released in
file from the LINZ site which gives all the map sheet October 2009 will simplify the routine and NZTM will be a
selectable choice under MAP PROJECTION.
names and the coordinates of the corner points
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